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In this book, you'll:
	Learn the Blend 2 and Visual Studio 2008 development environments
	Create designs using Blend 2's unique tools
	Use XAML and C# to add interactivity to your designs
	Publish your Rich Media Applications to the Web using Silverlight


The only real tool available for creating Rich Media Applications, web-based animations, and games has been Flash‚ until now! WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation) and Silverlight have opened the door of Rich Media Application development to Microsoft .NET developers. With Microsoft's new Blend 2 and Visual Studio 2008, you can now create compelling Rich Media Applications complete with animations and even 3D!     This book shows you how to take full advantage of Blend's new interface, together with and Silverlight's vastly improved designer-developer workflow, guiding you through every step of development from downloading and installing of the development environment through creating finished, functional projects. You'll learn how to create simple drawing applications with the InkCanvas, make tabbed and scrollable interfaces, as well as build fully featured media players, photo galleries, and interactive 3D designs.     Each chapter discusses major WPF and Silverlight features, provides a hands-on tutorial, and explains how that feature is implemented in the real world. In the end, you will have a collection of impressive WPF and Silverlight applications that can be added to your portfolio.     Whether you're an experienced .NET or web developer, or you're just starting out, this book will provide you with all you need to create Rich Media Applications with Expression Blend 2.     

       About the Author

Victor Gaudioso is a senior applications engineer for REZN8 Productions, Inc. in Hollywood, CA.  Victor was a former Flash/ActionScript Engineer for an advertising agency and worked on sites for large entertainment companies such as Disney, Universal, Mattel and Warner Bros.  Victor still writes tutorials and articles on Flash development for actionscript.org where he is a moderator.  Currently Victor is developing WPF/Blend and Silverlight applications for clients such as Harra\'s and Electric Red.
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Introduction to Information RetrievalCambridge University Press, 2008
Class-tested and coherent, this groundbreaking new textbook teaches web-era information retrieval, including web search and the related areas of text classification and text clustering from basic concepts. Written from a computer science perspective by three leading experts in the field, it gives an up-to-date treatment of all aspects of the design...
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Participative Web And User-Created Content: Web 2.0 Wikis and Social NetworkingOrganization for Economic, 2007
This report is one of a series on digital broadband content prepared since 2005, focusing on changing value chains and developing business models and the implications for policy. The series is part of ongoing OECD analysis of the digital economy and information and communications policy. The report was drafted by Sacha Wunsch-Vincent and Graham...
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Groovy for Domain-Specific LanguagesPackt Publishing, 2010

	You may already be aware that the Java virtual machine runs on everything from the largest mainframe to the smallest microchip and supports almost every conceivable application. What you may not realize is that to develop software in some of these scenarios requires a targeted, single purpose language, a Domain Specific Language. The popular...
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Internet Babylon: Secrets, Scandals, and Shocks on the Information SuperhighwayApress, 2004

	* Looks at the Internet from a morbid, sordid, entertaining perspective rather than a technical how-to perspective


	* Makes the Internet fun, fascinating, and non-intimidating for casual users.


	* Focuses on well-known actors, politicians, performing artists, and other public figures and how they have been treated...
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Towards Hardware-Intrinsic Security: Foundations and Practice (Information Security and Cryptography)Springer, 2010

	Hardware-intrinsic security is a young field dealing with secure secret key storage. By generating the secret keys from the intrinsic properties of the silicon, e.g., from intrinsic Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs), no permanent secret key storage is required anymore, and the key is only present in the device for a minimal amount of time....
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Chance Discoveries in Real World Decision Making: Data-based Interaction of Human intelligence and Artificial Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006

	For this book, the editors invited contributions from indispensable research areas relevant to "chance discovery", which has been defined as the discovery of events significant for making a decision, and studied since 2000. The chapters contain contributions to identifying rare or hidden events and explaining their significance. The...
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